ABSTRACT Multilevel thresholding has got more attention in recent years with various successful applications. However, the implementation becomes more and more complex and time-consuming when the number of thresholds is high, and color images which contain more information are even worse. Therefore, this paper proposes an alternative hybrid algorithm for color image segmentation, the advantages of which lie in extracting the best features from the high performance of two algorithms and overcoming the limitations of each algorithm to some extent. Two techniques, Otsu's method, and Kapur's entropy, are used as fitness function to determine the segmentation threshold values. Harris hawks optimization (HHO) is a novel and general-purpose algorithm, and the hybridization of HHO is fulfilled by adding another powerful algorithm-differential evolution (DE), which is known as HHO-DE. More specifically, the whole population is divided into two equal subpopulations which will be assigned to HHO and DE algorithms, respectively. Then both algorithms operate in parallel to update the positions of each subpopulation during the iterative process. In order to fully demonstrate the superior performance of HHO-DE, the proposed method is compared with the seven state-of-the-art algorithms by an array of experiments on ten benchmark images. Meanwhile, five measures, including the average fitness values, standard deviation (STD), peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), structure similarity index (SSIM), and feature similarity index (FSIM), are used to evaluate the performance of each algorithm. In addition, Wilcoxon's rank sum test for statistical analysis and the comparison with the super-pixel method are also conducted to verify the superiority of HHO-DE. The experimental results reveal that the proposed method significantly outperforms other algorithms. Hence, the HHO-DE algorithm is a remarkable and promising tool for multilevel thresholding color image segmentation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is a vital preprocessing stage in object recognition and robotic vision, and has drawn an increasing attention in recent years [1] . This work is dedicated to partition a given image into several non-overlapping subregions with respect to feature, color, texture, etc., which in turn helps to extract the interested objects or meaningful contours. More specifically, the grey values of pixels show similarity in the same region, whereas the grey value varies from pixel to pixel
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Orazio Gambino. among different regions [2] . Nowadays, image segmentation technique has been widely used in all kinds of fields, such as precision husbandry [3] , medical diagnosis [4] , digital rock physics [5] . Moreover, many scholars are unceasingly promoting the research of image segmentation ahead.
In the last few years, a great variety of methods have been proposed to enrich image segmentation technique, which can be divided into four types: region-based method, clustering-based method, graph-based method, and thresholding-based method [6] - [8] . Among the existing methods, thresholding technique based on gray level histogram has become the most popular with its high accuracy and simple implementation [7] . The kernel is that the pixels will be divided into different classes through comparison between threshold values and their own intensity levels. If the objects and background can be separated using a single threshold value, it is known as bi-level segmentation. However, it is necessary to divide an image into several different classes using multiple threshold values in the majority of cases, which is termed as multilevel segmentation [9] , [10] . Besides, numerous techniques based on respective predefined criteria have been proposed for selecting appropriate thresholds during the last couple of decades [11] , such as, Otsu's method [12] , Kapur's entropy [13] , minimum cross entropy [14] , fuzzy entropy [15] , and Tsallis entropy [16] . Among them, Otsu's method and Kapur's entropy are the most popular ones due to simplicity and efficiency [17] . Otsu's technique maximizes the between class variance of each segmented class to obtain the optimal thresholds, and Kapur's technique measures the homogeneity between classes by maximization of the histogram entropy. However, these classical methods perform good capability only in the case of a lower threshold level. When the number increases, the computational time will present exponential growth [18] . Therefore, further researches that made creative use of meta-heuristic algorithms are proceeding to reduce the time complexity and maintain image segmentation accuracy.
The segmentation of each image can be considered as a specific optimization problem under certain constraints [19] , the aim of which is to find more realistic and feasible solutions. Meta-heuristic algorithms inspired by nature with respective unique global and local searching strategies, have been effectively applied to the optimization field [20] , [21] . For instance, dragonfly algorithm (DA) inspired from the static and dynamic behaviors of dragonflies, has been applied in optimization of proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller [22] ; whale optimization algorithm (WOA) inspired by the foraging behavior of humpback whales, has been used to extract the parameters of solar photovoltaic (PV) models [23] ; Moth search algorithm (MSA) which imitates the phototaxis and levy flight of the moths, can be applied to solve cloud task scheduling problems effectively [24] . Better yet, the application of meta-heuristic algorithms has been extensive in the domain of multilevel thresholding image segmentation. For example, He and Huang proposed a modified firefly algorithm (MFA) based on the processing of mutual attraction and movement in the swarm for color image segmentation, using between-class variance, Kapur's entropy, and minimum cross entropy techniques [25] ; Khairuzzaman and Chaudhury presented the grey wolf optimizer (GWO) using the Otsu's method and Kapur's method for image segmentation [26] ; Shen et al. [27] demonstrated the validity of modified flower pollination algorithm (MFPA) by an array of experiments on real-life images and remote sensing images segmentation.
Any meta-heuristic algorithm is imperfect and has its own limitations which affect the performance. Hence, a number of strategies have been propounded to overcome these weaknesses. Hybridization is a better and more remarkable choice among them [28] , in which some individuals are combined with different operators to obtain superior results. What is worth mentioning, recently several hybrid swarm algorithms have been effectively applied for image segmentation. For example, the gravitational search algorithm (GSA) combined with genetic algorithm (GA) showed excellent segmentation performance in both between-class variance and entropy criteria [29] ; the hybridization between whale optimization algorithm (WOA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) can reduce the computational complexity without affecting the accuracy of multilevel thresholding [30] .
This paper presents an efficient alternative hybrid algorithm for multilevel thresholding image segmentation by combining the HHO and DE. The HHO is a novel swarm algorithm which was proposed in 2019 by Heidari [31] . It is inspired from the cooperative behavior and chasing style of Harris hawks. Similar to other meta-heuristic algorithms, the HHO also contains the phases of exploration and exploitation. The hawks will perch randomly on some locations for monitoring various regions, so as to track and detect the rabbit during the exploration stage. Whereas the hawks will conduct surprise pounce or team rapid dives to exploit the neighborhood of intended prey in the stage of exploitation. Its advantages include high-quality solutions, strong robustness, and smooth transition between exploration and exploitation [31] . Moreover, the HHO algorithm shows superior performance in real-world engineering problems, including three-bar truss design problem, tension spring design, pressure vessel design problem, welded beam design problem, and multi-plate disc clutch brake [31] . On the other hand, DE is a classical and powerful algorithm, which has been used in order management [32] , robot navigation [33] , synthetic inertia control [34] , and other fields. In addition, DE has also became more and more popular in hybrid algorithms for image segmentation in recent years, and an array of experiments significantly verify its advantages. For example, the hybridization of differential evolution (DE) algorithm is done by adding the reset tactics adopted from the Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm [35] , the results reveal the superiority of this hybrid algorithm in image thresholding.
A prime motivation for this article is to obtain the optimum thresholds for color image segmentation based on the hybridization of HHO and DE algorithm. The proposed method not only extracts the best features from the high performance of two algorithms, but also overcomes the limitations of HHO and DE algorithm to some extent. The process of implementation as follows: firstly, all individuals are divided into two equal subpopulations according to fitness function values, which will be assigned to Harris hawks swarm and DE algorithm respectively. Then the HHO and DE algorithms perform in parallel to update the positions of each subpopulation. Finally, the two updated subpopulations are merged together to generate a new population and the global solution is selected from it.
It is evident that color images contain more information compared with gray images, highlighting the difficulty of color image segmentation. With powerful optimizing ability, high accuracy, strong robustness and remarkable stability, the proposed method can accomplish complex task of color image segmentation so well. In this paper, between-class variance and Kapur's entropy are used as objective functions which will be maximized to find the optimal thresholds. Several state-of-the-art meta-heuristic algorithms are selected for comparison, such as the standard HHO [31] , DE [35] , sine cosine algorithm (SCA) [36] , bat algorithm (BA) [37] , harmony search optimization (HSO) [38] , PSO [39] , and dragonfly algorithm (DA) [40] . Furthermore, five indicators, the average fitness values, STD, PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM, are chosen as quality metrics to compare the performance of proposed algorithm with other algorithms. Wilcoxon's rank sum test [41] is also performed to verify the superiority of HHO-DE in a statistical way. Moreover, the performance of proposed method is compared with super-pixel approach to verify its practicability.
The goals of this paper are as follows:
1. An improved HHO method, HHO-DE, is proposed for multilevel image thresholding task. HHO-DE, based on the hybridization with DE algorithm, combines the merits of two algorithms meanwhile avoids the respective limitations through divide the population into two subpopulations, and thereby make a better balance between exploration and exploitation.
2. HHO-DE algorithm is applied to the process of optimal thresholds for multilevel image segmentation. Multiple performance aspects including solution quality, segmentation accuracy, convergence property, robustness, statistics, and stability are evaluated to comprehensively verify the effectiveness of HHO-DE.
3.The performance of HHO-DE is extensively compared with seven state-of-the-art meta-heuristic algorithms. The comparison results consistently demonstrate that HHO-DE is highly competitive and can be used as an effective alternative for color image segmentation.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces Otsu's method and Kapur's entropy techniques for multilevel thresholding briefly. Section III gives an overview of Harris hawks optimization Section IV describes the hybrid algorithm for multilevel thresholding color image segmentation. Section V presents a description of experiment in detail. Subsequently, the experimental results of proposed algorithm compared to other algorithms and its analysis in terms of six indicators are discussed in Section VI. Finally, the conclusion is illustrated in Section VII.
II. MULTILEVEL THRESHOLDING
In this section, we introduce two most widely used image thresholding techniques, including Otsu's method which is based on between class variance and Kapur's method which is based on the criterion of entropy. There are two categories in image segmentation: bi-level and multilevel. We will provide a brief formulation in the following subsections.
A. OTSU METHOD
Otsu method selects the optimum values of thresholds by maximizing between class variance of each segmented class [9] . It can be defined as follows: assume that L denotes the number of gray levels in a given image so that the range of intensity values is [0, L − 1] . N is the total number of pixels, and then n i represents the number of pixels in which gray level is i
The probability of each gray level i is calculated as follows:
The optimum threshold t partitions the given image into two classes, namely, foreground and background, which can be described as follows:
The between class variance of two regions can be described using the following equation:
where
ip i P 0 and P 1 denote the cumulative probabilities of foreground and background respectively. m 0 and m 1 represent the mean level of two classes respectively. m G is the mean level of given image. (4) is maximized to obtain the optimal threshold t * for image segmentation which is formulated by:
Furthermore, Otsu's method can be effectively extended for multilevel thresholding problems. Assume that the given image is subdivided into n classes so that there are n − 1 optimal thresholds, through maximization of the objective function. These classes are described by:
The cumulative probabilities of each class are calculated by:
The mean levels of each class are defined as follows:
The mean level of whole image is defined as follows:
The objective function based between-class variance is calculated by:
2 shows the difference between µ k and the mean intensity in the whole image that weighed by P k . The optimum thresholds t * t 1 , t 2, · · · t n are obtained by maximizing the between-class variance objective function [42] . A higher value of objective function refers to better quality of the segmented images.
B. KAPUR'S ENTROPY
The Kapur's method is used to determine the optimal threshold values through the maximization of Kapur's entropy. It has attracted the interests of a lot of researchers because of its superior performance, and has been widely applied to solve image segmentation problems. The entropy of a given image represents the compactness and separateness among distinctive classes [43] .
Let N be the number of pixels and L be the number of levels in a given image. We can describe the probability p i of each gray level i as follows:
where h i denotes the number of pixels with gray level i For bi-level thresholding, the Kapur's entropy objective function is defined using the following equation:
The Kapur's method finds the optimal threshold t * by maximizing the objective function, that is
The Kapur's method can be also extended to multi-level thresholding, it can be formulated as follow:
The optimal thresholds are found by maximizing the objective function, that is:
However, the foremost restriction between Otsu's and Kapur's methods is that the computational time is increasing exponentially as the number of thresholds increases. Hence, it is time-consuming practically for multilevel image segmentation applications. In order to overcome the above shortcomings, this paper presents a novel method based on the hybrid Harris hawks optimization algorithm to find optimal thresholds. The purpose of proposed method is to find the optimal thresholds accurately using Otsu's and Kapur's techniques in less processing time.
III. HARRIS HAWKS OPTIMIZATION
Study author Heidari modeled the unique cooperative behaviors of Harris hawks mathematically to propose a novel stochastic metaheuristic, namely, the HHO algorithm which can be used to address a variety of optimization problems [31] . The behavior characteristic of Harris hawks is that they trace, encircle, approach, and finally attack the potential prey (rabbits in most cases) by means of good teamwork. A skillful manoeuvring called ''surprise pounce'' will be effectively carried out in hunting escaping preys. The concrete implementing process of surprise pounce is: team members make active attacks from different directions respectively and then converge to the intended rabbit. A switch strategy-the chase will go on under the leadership of another team member, aims to perplex the escaping rabbit when the best hawks comes straight towards the rabbit and gets lost. Similar to other meta-heuristic algorithms, the HHO algorithm also contains the phases of exploration and exploitation. The hawks will perch randomly on some locations for monitoring various regions, so as to track and detect the rabbit during the exploration stage. Whereas the hawks will conduct surprise pounce or team rapid dives to exploit the neighborhood of intended prey in the stage of exploitation. The positions of hawks are considered as candidate solutions. The best position of is defined as the intended rabbit location. Fig. 1 shows all phases of HHO algorithm, which will be introduced at length in the following subsections.
A. EXPLORATION PHASE
In this phase, Harris hawks update their position through two tactics, and both have the equal probability to be chosen. Which can be described in detail as follows: A random value of p < 0.5 means the hawks perch on some locations according to the position of other team members, and the position of each hawk is updated by (16) . In this way, all members can ensure to be close enough when attacking the intended prey. On the other hand, a random value of p ≥ 0.5 indicates that the hawks perch on giant trees randomly to explore the desert site, and the population using the (17) to update positions.
where X (t + 1) is the position vector of hawks in the next iteration. X prey (t) represents the position of intended rabbit. X rand (t) is the position of a hawk which is chosen randomly from current team. r 1 , r 2 , r 3 and r 4 are random numbers, which can provide more diversification trends and make sure the hawks explore different regions of the search space. B = UB − LB, UB and LB are the upper and lower bounds of search space. t is the current iteration counter. And X m (t) is the average position of the current population of hawks which is calculated by the following equation.
where X i (t) represents the position of each hawk. N indicates the total number of team members.
B. TRANSITION FROM EXPLORATION TO EXPLOITATION
As the intended prey try to run away from the attack, the retained energy of prey constantly decreases, which can be modeled as follows:
where E 0 ranged from -1 to 1 denotes the energy of initial state. Note that, the intended prey is physically flagging in the case of E 0 ∈ [−1, 0], whilst when the value of E 0 ∈ [0, 1], it means that the intended prey is strengthening. t is the current iteration counter. And T represents the max iteration. Different values of E establish the basis for a transition from exploration to exploitation smoothly, and determine the unique exploitative behaviors in the process of chasing intended prey. The hawks search the promising region in the case of |E| ≥ 1, which is also known as exploration stage. On the contrary, when the value of escaping energy |E| < 1, the hawks are in the step of exploitation.
C. EXPLOITATION PHASE
When the hawks carry out ''surprise pounce'' strategy, the intended rabbit will try to rush to the safety instinctively. Hence, the exploitation phase is consisted of four models with respect to the escaping behaviors and chasing tactics of the hawks. Assume that r is a random number ranged from 0 to 1, where if r < 0.5 then the rabbit successfully escapes from dangerous situations; otherwise, the result is failure of escape. And the retained escaping energy |E| is utilized to determine that the besiege is soft or hard.
1) SOFT BESIEGE
Although the rabbit has enough energy, but it does not succeed in escaping from attack due to some random misleading jumps in the case of r ≥ 0.5 and |E| ≥ 0.5. Moreover the hawks encircle the rabbit from different directions softly to make it more exhausted, and then conduct the surprise pounce. The behavior of hawks is modeled as follows:
where X (t) defines the gap between the location of intended rabbit and the position of current hawk in iteration t. r 5 is a random number ranged from [0, 1], and J = 2 (1 − r 5 ), denotes the random jump strength of intended rabbit in the process of escaping, which can mimic the natural motions of rabbit by virtue of random change.
2) HARD BESIEGE
The rabbit is very exhausted, as well as has a low escaping energy in the case of r ≥ 0.5 and |E| < 0.5. Therefore, the hawks pay almost no effort to encircle intended rabbit before the surprise pounce performed. Each hawk updates its current position using the following equation.
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3) SOFT BESIEGE WITH PROGRESSIVE RAPID DIVES
The intended rabbit has enough energy to escape from attack, and the hawks still construct a soft besiege in the case of r < 0.5 and |E| ≥ 0.5. In addition, the levy flight, an optimal searching tactic for predators in non-destructive foraging conditions, is utilized to model the escaping patterns of rabbit and leapfrog movements of hawks mathematically and accurately in this situation. According to the real behaviors of hawks, [31] assume that hawks can progressively select the best possible dive toward the intended prey. In another word, the hawks compare the possible result of each move to detect that will is be a good dive or not, and then implement the following rules correspondingly. To be more specific, the position of hawk is updated by (23) if next position is better than the current. Otherwise, the hawks will perform team rapid dives based on levy flight which can enhance exploitation capacity using (24) .
where D denotes the dimension of search space. S represents random selected vector which are sized at 1 × D.
where σ =
The tactics which formulates the position vector of hawks in the next iteration can be summarized as follows:
4) HARD BESIEGE WITH PROGRESSIVE RAPID DIVES
The intended rabbit has too low energy to escape in the case of r < 0.5 and |E| < 0.5, and the hawks perform a hard besiege at the same time. The strategy for updating the positions of hawks is similar to that in soft besiege with progressive rapid dives. Note that, the team members try to shrink the distance between their average location and the location of intended rabbit in this situation.
where X m (t) has been defined in (17) .
The rule for updating the positions of hawks in the hard besiege with progressive rapids dives can be performed as follows:
Pseudo code of Harris hawks optimization for multilevel thresholding is shown in Fig. 2 . 
IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD (HHO-DE)
A. THE DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION Differential evolution (DE) is a simple and effective technique for solving optimization problems. There are four main steps in DE algorithm, namely, initialization, mutation, crossover, and selection [35] .
Step 1: Initialization The population X with size N is generated in this stage. where ub and lb are the upper and lower bound of search space respectively. D denotes the dimension of search space.
Step 2: Mutation The mutation operation is a crucial step for DE algorithm. For each target vector x t i (i = 1, 2, · · · N ), a mutant vector V i is generated by a mutation procedure, which can be formulated as follows:
where SF represents the mutation scaling factor. r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 are distinct random integers belonging to [1, N ] and they cannot be equal.
Step 3: Crossover The crossover operation can strengthen the diversity of population, and the trial individuals are chosen by means of the following equation.
where η is a random number ranged from 0 to 1. x t ij is the position of current individual, V t ij is the position of mutant individual. CR ∈ [0, 1] denotes the crosser probability. rand (i) is a random integer generated from the range [1, D] to ensure that at least one component in u t ij is provided by V t ij .
Step 4: Selection After crossover, the trial vector u t ij is calculated by the objective function. Then the greedy selection operation is applied to choose the better individual between the trial individuals u t ij and the target individuals x t ij through the comparison of fitness function values, and the selected individuals can survive in the next generation. The following rule is performed in selection operation of DE algorithm for minimization problems. 
where fit represents the fitness function value of a given problem.
B. THE HYBRID ALGORITHM (HHO-DE)
The standard Harris hawks optimization is a simple and effective algorithm for solving practical engineering problems. But note that, each meta-heuristic algorithm is not perfect and cannot fit to handle all optimization problems. In order to give full play to the advantage of HHO and avoid its limitations to some extent, as well as provide an alternative method to solve the problems in multilevel color image thresholding segmentation, this paper proposed a hybrid algorithm combining HHO and DE. In addition, between-class variance and Kapur's entropy are used as objective functions which will be maximized to find the optimal thresholds. The process of implementation as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the population X with a size of N using the rand function.
Step 2: For the sake of simplicity, a whole population with size N is divided into equal two subpopulations according to fitness function values. The former subpopulation from 1 to N 2 will be assigned to Harris hawks swarm, and the latter from N 2 + 1 to N will be assigned to DE algorithm.
Step 3: The HHO and DE algorithms perform in parallel to update the positions of each subpopulation.
Step 4: The two updated subpopulations are merged together to generate a new population, and the global solution is selected from it by the comparison of fitness function values.
Step 5: End the iteration process until satisfying the termination condition.
Note that, the flowchart of HHO-DE for finding the optimal threshold values is described in Fig. 3 .
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, firstly, we present a brief description of the experimental setup associated with multilevel thresholding. Then we show the parameter values of each algorithm which are used in experiments. Finally, in order to compare the segmentation performance of the proposed algorithm with other algorithms, five indicators, the average fitness function values, STD, PSNR, FSIM, and SSIM, are introduced in this section. 
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this paper, the proposed algorithm is tested on ten standard test images, namely Image1, Image2, Image3, Image4, Image5, Image6, Image7, Image8, Image9, and Image10, respectively. Images 1-5 are taken from the database of Berkeley University [44] , which are of size 481 × 321, and satellite images 6-10 are taken from [45] , which are also of size 481 × 321. Besides, all the test images and their corresponding histogram images are presented in Fig. 4 . Performance of the proposed algorithm associated with Kapur's entropy and Otsu's method is compared with seven widely used optimization algorithms, namely, HHO, DE, SCA, BA, HSO, PSO, and DA algorithm. The SCA algorithm imitates the shock of sine and cosine functions to modify the candidate solutions and then converges to global optimum gradually. The BA algorithm is inspired from the echolocation behavior of bat. The HSO is a metaheuristic optimization algorithm inspired by the improvisation process of musicians. The PSO simulates the foraging behavior of birds or fishes in nature. The main inspiration of the DA algorithm is two different swarming behaviors of dragonflies, static and dynamic. All experiments are performed on the benchmark images with the following number of thresholds:4, 6, 8, 10, and 12.
B. PARAMETER SETTING
As we know, the value of parameters are of significance in determining the performance of each algorithm. In this paper, all algorithms have the same stopping conditions for a fair comparison. The max iteration is set to be 500 with a total of 30 runs each algorithm, and the population size is set to be 30. The specific parameters of each algorithm are presented in Table 1 .
All the algorithms are developed by using ''Matlab 2014b'' and implemented on ''Windows 10-64bit'' environment on a computer having Pentium(R) Dual core T4500 @ 2.30 GHz and 2 GB of memory.
C. COMPARISON METRICS
This subsection introduces average fitness function, STD, PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM respectively, which will be applied in quantitative analysis of each algorithm. 
1) THE AVERAGE FITNESS FUNCTION VALUES BY (10) OR (14) 2) THE STANDARD DEVIATION (STD)
Measure of how far a given variable is from the mean, which is used to evaluate stability. A lower value of STD indicates that the method is more stable.
3) THE PEAK SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (PSNR)
The parameter of PSNR based on the produced mean square error (MSE) is used to verify the difference of the original image and segmented image [46] - [48] , and the value refers to the quality of the segmented image. The PSNR is evaluated by:
where I (i, j) and K (i, j) are the original and segmented images which are of size M × N .
4) THE STRUCTURE SIMILARITY INDEX (SSIM)
The SSIM index helps to access the structural similarity between the original and segmented image [49] . The SSIM VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. The segmented images of Image3 and Image4 using Otsu's method and each class shown by histograms for each of color channels.
is defined as:
where, l (x, y), c (x, y), and s (x, y) represent brightness comparison, contrast comparison, and structural information comparison function respectively. α, β, and γ are three parameters which are decided by the weight of the three parts. The functions are evaluated by
where µ x and µ y represent the average intensity of the original and segmented images respectively. σ 2 x and σ 2 y represent the variance of the original and segmented images respectively. σ xy is the covariance between the original and segmented images. C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are set as follows: 6.5025, 58.5525, and 29.2613 respectively considering experiments of [50] .
5) THE FEATURE SIMILARITY INDEX (FSIM)
A comparison of the features contained in the segmented image is performed using the FSIM and it is calculated as (31) . The higher FSIM value indicates higher segmentation accuracy of the original image [51] . where represents the entire domain of the image. PC m (x) is defined as (39) .
where, PC 1 (x) and PC 2 (x) represent the phase congruence of the original and segmented images, respectively. The value of S L (x) is defined as follows:
is the similarity of phase consistency between two images. S G (x) is the similarity of gradient magnitude between two images. G 1 (x) and G 2 (x) are the gradient magnitude of the original and segmented images, respectively. α, β, T 1 and T 2 are all constants.
VI. THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section presents the obtained results for proposed HHO-DE algorithm versus other algorithms based Otsu's method and Kapur's entropy, according to the average fitness function values, STD, PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM. Wilcoxon rank-sum test with 5% degree is also performed to see the significant difference between the proposed HHO-DE and other algorithms. And we compare the proposed method with super-pixel method in the end. All these are discussed at length in the following section.
Note that, the optimal threshold values (three color components: red, green, blue) at levels 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 which obtained by all the algorithms more than 30 runs can be found in [52] . The segmented images of proposed HHO-DE algorithm and other algorithms with different threshold levels also can be found from [52] . Fig. 5 . shows the distribution of occurrences in the classes. The black lines indicate the threshold values, and our aim is to determine the exact location of black lines indeed. Meanwhile, in order to easily and clearly observe and be convenient to visual analysis, the best results in tables briefly mentioned in the following section are highlighted in bold.
A. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION MEASURE
Otsu's method and Kapur's entropy are used as the objective function which will be maximized during optimization process. The average fitness function values of each algorithm VOLUME 7, 2019 are presented in Table. 2. In general, the higher value of average fitness function indicates better quality of solution. It is seen that the obtained results of proposed HHO-DE algorithm are the most outstanding, in almost all cases ( 
C. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A non-parametric statistical analysis based on Wilcoxon rand sum [41] is performed with a 5% significance level. The null hypothesis is defined as: there is no significant difference between the HHO-DE algorithm and seven other algorithms. And the alternative hypothesis considers a significant difference among them. The p-values are applicable to judge ''whether or not to reject the null hypothesis''. If p-value is greater than 0.05 and h = 0 simultaneously, the null hypothesis will be rejected, indicating there is no significant difference among all algorithms. On the contrary, the alternative hypothesis will be accepted at 5% significance level in which p is less than 0.05 or h = 1.
In order to prove the superiority of HHO-DE algorithm in a statistics way, each algorithm independently runs thirty times with a population of size thirty and five hundred iterations in tests for statistics analysis. All experimental data obtained based on Otsu's method and Kapur's entropy are used for testing. The results are shown in Table 5 . The promising results indicate that the performance of HHO-DE algorithm has a remarkable improvement, and it is feasible and effective in the domain of multilevel thresholding color image segmentation
D. SEGMENTATION ACCURACY
In this section, we use PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM indicators to evaluate the segmentation accuracy of each algorithms. Meanwhile, in order to easily and clearly observe and be convenient to visual analysis, the line graphs of PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM are given in Figs. 6-8 respectively, including eight algorithms, ten images and five threshold levels. From these figures it can be seen that, the black lines with square data points which represents the proposed method are located above other lines for the majority cases. Note that, in order to make the structure more clear, we give the relevant experimental results in [52] .
Firstly, the PSNR index which can compare the degree of image distortion is popular in image quality evaluation. A higher value of PSNR index indicates that the degree of image distortion is smaller. From the attained results, though there are only small differences between the proposed HHO-DE algorithm and other algorithms in the case of K = 4, the HHO-DE still shows superiority over the others to some extent (such as Images 3 and 6). For so its merits are becoming more and more obvious. Therefore, the proposed HHO-DE algorithm based on Otsu's method and Kapur's entropy is superior to other algorithms in the performance of image segmentation.
Then, the SSIM index based on brightness, contrast and structural information is used to assess the visual similarity of the original image and the segmented image. A higher value of SSIM index indicates that the segmented image is more similarity to the original image. From the experimental results it is clearly observed that the proposed algorithm outperforms all the other algorithms, since the SSIM index obtains the highest values for majority of cases (48 out of 50 cases for Otsu's method and 49 out of 50 cases for Kapur's entropy). At the same time, as the number of thresholds increases, the value of SSIM continues to increase, as well as all algorithms can obtain more original image information. Hence, we can extract the interested objects more accurately, and the segmented images are more similar to the original images visually. Last but not the least, the FSIM index associated with spatial gradient feature and phase consistency can distinguish the quality of segmented images. It can be seen from the results that, for the same image segmentation, the proposed algorithm obtains the most competitive results in almost all cases (49 out of 50 cases for Otsu's method and 48 out of 50 cases for Kapur's entropy). These values indicate that performance of the proposed algorithm is the most outstanding. For instance, the FSIM are for 0.9375, 0.9284, 0.9316, 0.9102, 0.9136, 0.9217, 0.9271, and 0.9264 for HHO-DE, HHO, DE, SCA, BA, HSO, PSO, and DA algorithm respectively, when Image5 is tackled with 12 threshold levels using Kapur's entropy. Hence, the interested targets can be extracted more accurately by proposed method for the majority of cases.
In summary, the results of experiments illustrated that the proposed HHO-DE algorithm using Otsu's method and Kapur's entropy can maintain a good balance between the exploratory and exploitative tendencies in the process of optimization. The performance of HHO-DE algorithm on color image segmentation with multilevel thresholding is satisfactory, because of high-quality and high-accuracy segmented images. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can be effectively applied in the field of color image segmentation
E. CONVERGENCE PERFORMANCE
The convergence curves of each algorithm using Otsu's technique and Kapur's entropy at 12 threshold levels are shown in Fig. 9 . The progressively selection of HHO algorithm makes the search agents only select the better position, which may lead to lack enough global exploration ability to jump out of local optima. But with the hybridization of DE algorithm, the population diversity can be maintained in the late of optimization process and the convergence performance is satisfying. To enhance the validity of evaluation, the curves are obtained through calculating the average fitness function values of 30 independent runs. From the figures, it is detected that the HHO-DE algorithm has the most remarkable convergence property, and is capable of maintaining a good balance between exploratory and exploitative tendencies.
F. COMPARISON WITH SUPER-PIXEL METHOD
Super-pixel algorithm groups pixels of a given image into perceptually meaningful atomic regions, which can be used to replace the rigid structure of the pixel grid [53] . Image segmentation based on super-pixel is a completely different approach in comparison with Otsu's method or Kapur's entropy. It is used as a contrast method in this paper.
In order to fully demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed HHO-DE method based multilevel thresholding algorithm, four test images, including Image 2, Image3, Image 4, and Image 5 are selected for experiments, and the segmented results are show in Fig. 10 . Because there is no absolute standard for a given image, therefore we manually labeled the target region and separated it according to segmented results from Berkeley dataset. And then took it as the ground truth for experimental comparison. It can be found from the figures that the targets obtained by proposed method have been successfully separated from the complex background, which are similar to ground truth. By contrast, the targets obtained by super-pixel method has some defects. For example, the feet of zebra don't be separated obviously in Image3, and the tree roots cannot be distinguished from the rocks near them completely in Image5. To sum up, the proposed method can be considered as a competitive technique for multilevel color image segmentation.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an alternative method for multilevel thresholding color image segmentation inspired from the hybridization of HHO and DE algorithms. The contribution of proposed method is listed as follows: firstly, the validity and practicality of HHO in real-life optimization problems has been proved, hence, this paper makes creative use of HHO to enhance the performance of traditional multilevel threshold techniques. Secondly, due to the fact that each algorithm is not perfect, in order to give full play to its own advantages and overcome its own limitations to some extent, this paper combines the HHO and DE as a novel hybrid algorithm. Its merits include high accuracy, ability to avoid trapping into local optimum, remarkable stability and strong robustness. Otsu's method and Kapur's entropy are used as objective functions, which will be maximized in the process of searching for optimum thresholds. All experiments are performed on the ten benchmark images with the following number of thresholds: 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12. The performance of proposed algorithm are then compared with seven stateof-the-art algorithms, through the average fitness function values, STD, PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM indicators.
From the experimental results, it can be seen that there is a small gap between HHO-DE and other algorithms when realizing case with 4 threshold levels. But the competitive advantages resulted from HHO-DE algorithm are increasingly highlighted as the number of thresholds increases. The superior results obtained from PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM reveals that, the proposed method has high segmentation accuracy compared with other algorithms. The promising results of STD demonstrate that the remarkable stability of proposed method. In addition, Wilcoxon's rank-sum test with 5% degree also confirms the meaningful advantages of HHO-DE algorithm. Another merit of proposed method using Otsu's method and Kapur's entropy is the universality, to be more specific, it is not restricted to natural image, also shows satisfactory results in satellite image segmentation. Moreover, the comparison with super-pixel fully demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed HHO-DE method based multilevel thresholding algorithm, Hence, the proposed method can accomplish real-world and complex task of multilevel thresholding color image segmentation excellently.
In future works, the proposed method can be employed to solve more practical engineering problems with superior performance. In addition, note that there is no technique which can adapt to all types of image segmentation. Thus, we will do our best to make further development in novel techniques for color image segmentation.
